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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Problem

The Traveling Salesman Problem is a topic of current concern, but it is not a new topic. Nearly six decades ago, the TSP appeared and was discussed informally among mathematicians at mathematics meetings. In 1930, the Viennese mathematician Karl Menger made the first statement of TSP. In 1934, Merrill Flood defined the customary TSP statement as the closed minimum tour that a salesman must go through [30].

The Traveling Salesman Problem may be defined as follows. Let $G = (V, A)$ be a graph where $V$ is a set of vertices and $A$ is a set of arcs between vertices with non-negative costs. The TSP consists of finding a tour that passes through
every vertex exactly once and is of minimum length [43]. The Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem is a special case of the TSP with triangular inequality.

The Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem (E-TSP) is to find a closed tour of minimum length through points that are given in the two-dimensional space where the distances between cities are computed according to the Euclidean metric $\sqrt{(X_1 - X_2)^2 + (Y_1 - Y_2)^2}$ for two cities $(X_1, Y_1)$ and $(X_2, Y_2)$. E-TSP can be defined formally as follows. Let $G = (V, A)$ be a graph where $V$ is a set of $N$ points in the plane, $A$ is a set of edges between these points, and the Euclidean distance for each edge between point $i$ and $j$ is $C_{ij}$. The E-TSP consists of determining a tour of minimum length passing through each point once and only once.[44]

1.2 Thesis Objective and Scope of Work

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is an NP-complete optimization problem for which there is no polynomial time algorithm exist and the only known solution requires an amount of time that grows exponentially with the problem size. In addition, traditional techniques for solving optimization problems fail to provide a satisfactory solution for large-scale problems. For these reasons, many researchers are motivated to explore the massive parallelism and robustness of neural networks to solve optimization problems in order to reduce their large search space.
There has been some interest in recent years in using other approaches with neural networks as a hybrid technique for solving optimization problems [49,60,61]. Motivations for this include improving performance of the model and pushing the model toward feasible solutions; since neural networks may not guarantee feasibility of solutions generated [1,37]. In this thesis, this idea is considered for the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem (E-TSP). The proposed approach combines a modified version of a known technique called Elastic Net and an iterative improvement approach to generate an efficient algorithm for the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem.

1.3 Motivations and TSP Applications

Both the TSP and the E-TSP are NP-complete problems [34]. In an instance with \(N\) cities, there are \((N!)/2N)\) distinct tours [39]. It is unlikely that we can find a polynomial time algorithm for solving this problem exactly. Finding an efficient algorithm for the E-TSP that approaches the global minimum solution is a challenging task, since E-TSP contains several local minimums that can mislead most algorithms [31].

The TSP is an important problem because it represents a wide class of NP-complete problems and many real-world permutation problems can be formulated as instances of it. Practical applications for the TSP include, among many others, the following: [44]
1) **Vehicle Routing Problems (VRPs):** VRP is a distribution problem in which vehicles are required to visit a given geographically scattered customers in order to fulfill the customers needs in a given time. Examples for VRPs include collection of mail from mail boxes, coins from telephone boxes, tour all houses by a doctor, preventive maintenance inspection tours, scheduling of airline crews, and movement of a robot arm.

2) **Board Wiring:** In computers and digital systems, the pins are located at some positions where these pins have to be interconnected by wires such that each pin is attached to two wires and the total length for wiring is minimized. This formulation is similar to the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem.

3) **Cutting Wallpaper:** Given a single large roll of paper with a pattern that repeats each unit interval, we need to cut N sheets of paper (based on orders), such that the total waste is minimized. Sheet i has a starting point for the pattern $S_i$ and ending point $F_i$ where $0 \leq S_i$ and $F_i \leq 1$. Therefore, the wasted paper when sheet j is cut from the roll immediately after sheet i is $C_{ij} = (S_i - F_j)$ (mode 1). The cutting wallpaper problem can be defined as N+1 city TSP, when a dummy sheet, 0, is used with the same starting and finishing points $S_0$ and $F_0$.

4) **Hole Punching:** The problem of hole punching is a well-known problem that occurs in printed boards and metallic sheets manufacturing [46]. In this context, the drilling path used can significantly affect the cost of the
production. Hole punching is a TSP where the path that visits all nodes once and of shortest length should be found.

5) Job Sequencing: In this problem, N jobs are to be performed sequentially on a single machine such that the total time is reduced. Let the time needed to execute job j immediately after job i be Cij. This problem can be formulated as a TSP if a dummy job is introduced.

1.4 Approaches to Solve the TSP

The Traveling Salesman Problem is a classical combinatorial optimization problem, which is simple to state but difficult to solve. Strategies to solve the TSP can be grouped into the following three categories: [47]

1) Heuristic Algorithms: Several heuristics are used to achieve near optimal solutions, for example Nearest Neighbor heuristic [3], Lin Kernighan Algorithm [35,58], and Christofides' Approximation Algorithm that constructs a tour of length no more than 50% more than the optimal tour length [44].

2) Statistical Algorithms: Statistical mechanics techniques can solve the TSP approximately. For example, the Simulated Annealing algorithm has been applied to solve the TSP with satisfactory solution [40], but it requires a lot of computation time [16] and parameters setting of the energy function used for each problem size [32].
3) **Neural Networks**: Several neural network models have been used to solve the TSP as an inherently parallel heuristic [4,5,38].

1.5 The Proposed Approach to Solve the E-TSP

In this thesis, we introduce a new hybrid technique for solving the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem. Its aim is to show the potential for integrating operation research and neural networks. The neural networks approach is used for the Euclidean TSP, because it is more suitable for problems that have an underlying geometric structure [24].

The technique for solving E-TSP is developed using two phases as shown in Figure 1. In the first phase, the *Convex-Elastic Net* is used as a global search technique that generates an initial tour for the second phase by enforcing the E-TSP constraints instead of transforming them into penalties. In the second phase, the tour found is tuned further and iteratively improved by making local changes to it. The two introduced techniques are combined into a new approach called the *Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net* (ECEN).
FIGURE 1: Block diagram for the enhanced convex-elastic net approach
1.6 Thesis Organization

This thesis includes five chapters. In Chapter 2, a comprehensive review of the various ways of mapping the Traveling Salesman Problem onto the neural network models is given. Then, the proposed Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net (ECEN) technique for solving E-TSP is detailed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, experimental results are given to demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can get quite close to the optimal solution of the E-TSP. Finally, Chapter 5 includes the summary, conclusions and recommendation for future work.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introduction

Many of the optimization problems which are required to be solved in practice are NP-complete (e.g. Traveling Salesman [23], Steiner Minimal Tree [33] and Bin Packing problems). Finding an efficient algorithm for solving such problems in polynomial time for all input instances is almost impossible. With the motivation of modern neural techniques, several neural network models have been proposed for solving complicated optimization problems like the Traveling Salesman Problem successfully [11,19,49,65]. In this chapter, some neural-based techniques for solving TSP are reviewed.
There are three basic approaches of using neural networks for solving the TSP. First, the neural network can be non-adaptive by deriving it from the TSP statement without any ability to learn from the presented instances of the problem (e.g. Hopfield and Tank Model [62]). Second, the neural network can be adaptive so that neurons compete to become active under certain conditions (e.g. Guilty Net, and Elastic Net). Third, the neural network can be designed using another traditional technique such as a hybrid approach (e.g. Hopfield and Tank Model with Genetic Breeding for Control Parameters).

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the Hopfield and Tank non-adaptive approach for solving the TSP. In Section 3, we present two adaptive approaches for solving the TSP namely Elastic Net, and Guilty Net. In Section 4, several hybrid approaches for solving TSP based on neural networks are presented.

2.2 Non-Adaptive Approaches for solving TSP

In the non-adaptive approach, the neural network is not trained on the TSP instances but derived from them. In this section, the Hopfield and Tank non-adaptive model is discussed and some enhancements to this model are presented.
2.2.1 The Hopfield and Tank Model

Hopfield and Tank were the first to suggest a neural network approach to solve combinatorial optimization problems, like TSP, in 1985 [55]. The Hopfield Neural Network is used as a minimization machine for an energy function that represents a combinatorial optimization problem. Hopfield has shown that for a network with symmetric connections and non-negative elements on the diagonal of the matrix, the network will always converge by performing gradient descent to a stable state which is a local minimum of the energy function.

Hopfield and Tank Model for solving the TSP can be described as follows [2,47]. A matrix of neurons is used to represent the solution for the problem. Therefore, solving the TSP requires $O(N^2)$ neurons and $O(N^4)$ connections between them [6]. In this representation, the neuron at the $x$-th row and the $i$-th column is 1 only when city $x$ is visited at the $i$-th position on the tour; otherwise this neuron gets the value 0. In this way, the final configuration of the network can be interpreted as a solution to the Traveling Salesman Problem as shown in Figure 2 [26].

Each pair of neurons in the matrix of neurons are connected by a link, and a weight is associated with each link. These weights between neurons are derived from the distances between the cities to choose tours of shorter lengths as well as to prevent infeasible tours.
FIGURE 2: Neural network representation for TSP tour
When neuron \( i \) is activated, a signal is sent along the connection from neuron \( i \) to each other neuron \( j \) with weight \( T_{ij} \). If the weight between a pair of neurons is negative (inhibition), both units will have an inhibitory connector. Therefore, both neurons cannot be active at the same time. However, if two neurons are connected by a positive weight (excitation), then both neurons can be active at the same time. After that, the energy function for the TSP (\( E_{\text{TSP}} \)) is formulated such that its minimum corresponds to the optimal solution [38].

\[
E_{\text{TSP}} = \frac{A}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} V_{xi} * V_{xj} + \frac{B}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} V_{yi} * V_{yj} + \frac{C}{2} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_{xi} - N \right)^2 + \frac{D}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} d_{xy} * V_{xi}(V_{xi,1} + V_{xi,N-1})
\] (1)

The first three terms in the TSP energy function represent the following constraints:

1) Each city has no more than one position on the tour.
2) No position in the tour is assigned to more than one city.
3) Exactly \( N \) entries in the \( V \) array are of length \( N \).

The last term in the TSP energy function represents the length of the tour to be minimized. When all the constraints are satisfied, the first three terms in the energy function will be zero and the optimal tour is found when the last term is minimized where the parameters \( A, B, C, \) and \( D \) in equation (1) are used to adjust the relative weights of the different parts of the energy function. Next, the connection weights are derived by comparing the TSP energy function with the following general Hopfield energy function.

\[
E = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{x=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} T_{xij} * V_{xi} V_{xj} - \sum_{x=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} V_{xi} * I_{xi}
\] (2)
Therefore, the connection weights and the external input (bias) are given by the following equation.

\[ T_{x'y'} = -A \alpha_{x'y'}(1 - \alpha_{i'}) - B \alpha_{i'y'}(1 - \alpha_{x'y'}) - C - D \delta_{y'}(\alpha_{i' + 1} + \alpha_{i' - 1}) \]

\[ \alpha_{ii} = \begin{cases} 1 & ; \text{if } i = j \\ 0 & ; \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

(3)

After building the network, each neuron is initialized to \(1/N \pm \) small random perturbation and updated randomly to minimize the energy function. Each neuron is updated over time using the following three equations of motion.

\[ U_{xi}^{t+1} = U_{xi}^{t} + \delta \frac{dU_{xi}^{t}}{dt} \]

(4)

\[ \frac{dU_{xi}}{dt} = - \frac{U_{xi}}{\tau} - A \sum_{j \neq i} V_{xj} - B \sum_{y \neq x} V_{yi} - C(\sum_{x} \sum_{j} V_{xj} - N) - D \sum_{y \neq x} \delta_{y}(V_{y,i + 1} + V_{y,i - 1}) \]

(5)

\[ V_{xi} = g(U_{xi}) \frac{1}{2}[1 + \tanh(\frac{U_{xi}}{U_{o}})]. \]

(6)

The \( U_{o} \) is a constant, \( \delta \) is a small fraction of \( \tau \), and \( U_{xi} \) is the input to neuron \( xi \). The states of neurons are updated as follows: If the activation value for a neuron is greater than its threshold, then the neuron will be set to 1. However, if the activation value for a neuron is less than its threshold, then the neuron will be set to 0. Otherwise, the neuron will not change its state.

The Hopfield and Tank Model for solving TSP can be described by the following algorithm: [20]

1. Initialize activation of all units, \( U_{xi} \).
2. Initialize time interval $dt$, and the constant $U_0$ to small values.

3. Repeat

FOR $i = 1$ to $N^2$ DO

{ Select a neuron, $U_{si}$, at random

Update the activation for the selected neuron (Equation 5):

$$U_{sn}^{new} = U_{sn}^{old} + dt\left[ -U_{sn}^{old} - A\sum_{p=1}^{N} V_{pi} - B\sum_{p=1}^{N} V_{pn} - C\left(\sum_{i=1}^{N} V_{ni} - N\right) - D\sum_{p=1}^{N} d_{si,p}(V_{si+1} + V_{si-1}) \right]$$

Apply the output function (Equation 6):

$$V_{si} = \frac{1}{2}\left[ 1 + \tanh\left( \frac{U_{si}}{U_0} \right) \right]$$

}

Until the activation $U_{si}$ for all neurons are stable.

It is found that for 10 city TSP 80% are feasible solutions, half of them are optimal tours [64]. One problem with the Hopfield and Tank Model is that only problems with up to 30 cities, which is a very small problem size, could be solved [53]. Also, the success rate for finding feasible solutions scales poorly as the size of the TSP increases [31].

### 2.2.2 Variations of the Hopfield and Tank Model

There are several problems with the Hopfield and Tank Model. First, this model has the disadvantage that the generation of a new solution requires many iterations, and often configurations of infeasible solutions have to be visited in between. Second, the TSP is not solved in space of $O(N!)$ but in $O(2^{N^2})$ where many configurations are infeasible solutions. For this reason, the Hopfield and
The *Tank Model* produces illegal tours most of the time [51]. Another problem with the *Hopfield and Tank Model* is that it is heavily dependent on the choice of parameters and there is no systematic way to determine the coefficients for the TSP energy function [1,17,57]. Also, only a local minimum is found and the *Hopfield and Tank Model* is sensitive to the initial state.

These difficulties in the *Hopfield and Tank Model* have led the researchers to try overcoming these problems by introducing several modifications to the model. These enhancements to the *Hopfield and Tank Model* can be classified into five main categories:

1) Using a different representation for the TSP.
2) Using a modified energy function.
3) Estimating good control parameters for the energy function.
4) Starting from a different initial configuration.
5) Using a different method for updating neurons.

In 1990, A. Joppe, H. Cardon, and J. Bioch proposed a modification to the *Hopfield and Tank Model* by representing the TSP based on the adjacency of the cities in the tour rather than the positioning of the cities [36]. This representation for the TSP simplifies the energy function and decreases the convergence time of the network to a feasible solution. Another modification to the *Hopfield Tank Model* that ensures feasibility of solutions is proposed by L. Carralho and V. Barbosa [10], where a threshold is used in representing the TSP, instead of synaptic weights only.
Harolid Szu has improved the energy function of the *Hopfield and Tank Model* for solving the TSP. This modification is performed by replacing the third term in the energy function of the *Hopfield and Tank Model* (Equation 1) by the following term.

\[
\frac{C}{2} \left( \sum_x \left[ 1 - \sum_i V_{xi} \right]^2 + \sum_i \left[ 1 - \sum_x V_{xi} \right]^2 \right)
\]  

(7)

The new term represents that "Exactly one unit should be on in each raw and each column". Also, Szu updates neurons in his network simultaneously unlike the *Hopfield and Tank Model*.[20]

In [37], Kamgar-Parsi and Kamgar-Parsi demonstrate a relationship between the control parameters for the *Hopfield and Tank Model* that ensures the stability of valid solutions. Also, this technique can test the given control parameters for dynamic stability by using a set of inequalities between the control parameters. Another way to select the control parameters for the *Hopfield and Tank Model* is based on the theory of Variable Structure System (VSS) [48]. The main advantage of using the theory of VSS is that it will help the *Hopfield and Tank Model* in escaping local minimums in the solution.

Different starting configurations were used to improve the convergence speed for the *Hopfield and Tank Model*. For example, heuristic seeding technique where cities that are close in distance are forced to be adjacent in the tour can be used. Another initial configuration that is suggested by S. Hedge and W. Levy is to initialize all activation values of neurons to 0.5 [55].
In 1994, F. Shiratani and K. Yamamoto proposed a new method for updating the neurons in the Hopfield and Tank Model namely the Block Sequential Mode [59]. The simulation results showed that for 30 cities TSP the Block Sequential Mode gave better tours than the synchronous or asynchronous model. Various other modifications of the Hopfield and Tank Model have also been explored; see e.g., [13,55,63].

2.3 Adaptive Approaches for Solving TSP

Another group of neural networks to solve the TSP use the adaptive structure. Adaptive neural networks are those models that can adjust their connections weights. In the following subsections, two adaptive neural networks are presented, namely Elastic Net and Guilty Net. Both of these adaptive neural networks form a tour of the cities in response to the problem data.

2.3.1 Elastic Net

In 1987, Durbin and Willshaw developed an Elastic Net algorithm for the TSP independent of the parameters [18]. The main difference between the Hopfield and Tank Model and the Elastic Net is that the Elastic Net enforces the TSP constraints, while the Hopfield and Tank Model converts these constraints into penalties [55]. As a result, the Elastic Net produces shorter tours than the Hopfield and Tank Model, and it scales well with the problem size [37]. The Elastic Net is a geometric technique for solving TSP in which the initial path is
gradually updated to produce the final tour. For this reason, the *Elastic Net* cannot be used for solving TSP with non-Euclidean distances. In this net, there are \( m \) points laying on an imaginary ring or rubber band located at the center of the cities, where \( m \) is greater than the number of cities, \( N \). Each city is mapped to a point in the ring, where neighboring points on the ring are mapped as close as possible on the plane. Points move to minimize distances between the cities and the points as well as the ring length. This can be achieved through minimizing the following energy function.

\[
E([Y_i], K) = -A \sum_i \log \sum_j e^{-|X_i - Y_j|^2/(2K^2)} + B \sum_j \{Y_j - Y_{j+1}\}^2
\]  

(8)

Let \( X_i \) be the position of a city, \( Y_j \) be the point on the path, and let the parameters \( A \) and \( B \) determine the relative strength of the forces from the points on the ring and from the cities. Then, during the points movements process, two forces are applied: one for minimizing the length of the ring and the other for minimizing the distances between the cities and the points on the rubber band (See Figure 3). As a result, the points on the imaginary ring are updated at each iteration as follows.

\[
\Delta Y_j = -A \sum_i W_{ij} (X_i - Y_j) + B \sum_j K (Y_{j+1} + Y_{j-1} - 2Y_j)
\]

where \( W_{ij} = \frac{e^{-|X_i - Y_j|^2/(2K^2)}}{\sum_k e^{-|X_k - Y_k|^2/(2K^2)}} \)  

(9)
FIGURE 3: Forces on the ring point j for the elastic net
In equation (9), \( W_i \) measures the influence of city \( i \) on point \( j \) and \( K \) is a scale parameter that gradually reduces to minimize the energy function. The first term in the updating function, equation (9), drives the points on the ring towards the cities, so that for each city \( i \) there is at least one ring point \( j \) within distance \( K \). The second term, on the other hand, keeps neighboring points together to produce a shorter tour. The success of the Elastic Net model may be due to the way it imposes its constraints as shown in Figure 4.

The number of connections required by the Elastic Net is of order \( N^2 \) for \( N \) cities E-TSP which is less than \( N^4 \) connections required by the Hopfield and Tank Model. The simulations results conducted by Durbin and Willshaw showed that for 30 cities generated randomly within a unit square, the Elastic Net generates tours shorter than the Hopfield and Tank Model by 19%. Also, for 50 cities the Elastic Net can find a tour of length 6.02 which is longer than the tour found by Simulated Annealing by 1% only.[18]

After the success of the Durbin and Willshaw Elastic Net for E-TSP, several modifications to that model have been developed. For example, M. Boerest and L. Carralho proposed a filtering mechanism for the Elastic Net, called the \( \gamma \)-filter for \( \gamma \) in \( \{0,1\} \), that displaces points as a result of some cities which exert a significant influence on them. This technique reduces the running time of the Elastic Net without reducing the quality of the solutions obtained.[5]
FIGURE 4: Evolution of the elastic net over time (a, b, c, and d)
Another modification to the Elastic Net is introduced by J. Platt and A. Barr in 1987, which is called the Basic Differential Multiplier Method (BDMM) [54]. The BDMM can satisfy all the TSP constraints exactly by creating forces that apply the constraints over time using a neural network that estimates Lagrange multipliers. This neural network is used where neurons represent positions on the plane and the rubber band minimizes its length, which is given by the following equation.

\[
\sum_{i}^{N} (x_{i+1} - x_{i})^2 - (y_{i+1} - y_{i})^2
\]  

(10)

The rubber band length, equation (10), is subject to the constraint that the rubber band points must lie on the cities as given by the following equation.

\[
k(x^* - x_c) = 0 \text{ and } k(y^* - y_c) = 0
\]  

(11)

The pair \((x^*, y^*)\) represents the cities coordinates, \((x_c, y_c)\) represents the closest point to the city, and \(k\) is a strength parameter. For 120 city TSP, the J. Platt and A. Barr technique generates a tour length that is 4-8% longer than that yielded by Simulated Annealing [55].

2.3.2 Guilty Net

The Guilty Net, which was proposed by L. Burke and P. Damany in 1992, is a competitive learning system [8,9]. In this technique, coordinates of cities are
presented to the network successively to initiate the competition phase, where the most appropriate group for a city is chosen to adjust its weight. The Guilty Net technique can be described by the following steps:

**Step 1.** Start with a random order of cities, and let the number of winnings for each city, Win(i), equal zero.

**Step 2.** A city $X_m$ is selected and presented to the network. After that, the competition phase takes place where the winning node moves towards the city it claims. The winning neuron is selected based on the following equation.

$$\text{Net}(j) = |X_m - W_j| + K \frac{\text{Win}(j)}{1 + \sum_{kk} \text{Win}(kk)}$$

(12)

The first term in equation (12) represents the Euclidean distance between the weight and the presented city coordinate $X_m$. The second term is used so that neurons that are selected previously will have less probability for winning again.

**Step 3.** The weight for the winning neuron $i$ and its neighbors will be updated using the following equation.

$$W_{j}^{\text{new}} = W_{j}^{\text{old}} + \alpha F(d_{ij})(X_m - W_{j}^{\text{old}}) \quad \text{for node } j$$

where $1 \leq k \leq d$, $1 \leq j \leq N$, and learning rate $\alpha$

The neighborhood function, $F(d_{ij})$, that decreases when the distance between $i$ and $j$ increases, is given by the following equation.
\[ F(d_{ij}) = \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{d_{ij}}{N/2} & \text{when } d_{ij} < N/2 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ d_{ij} = \min(|i - j|, N - |i - j|) \]  

**Step 4.** Increment \( m \) by 1.

IF \( m < N+1 \) THEN go to step 2.

IF \( m = N+1 \) THEN let \( B = 1.1 \times B \) and \( m = 1 \).

**Step 5.** If all nodes are within a very small distance from cities they claim, then the network has converged. Otherwise, go to step 2.

An important feature of the *Guilty Net* is that, if processing must be terminated prematurely, the system can provide a feasible sub-optimal solution. Also, the *Guilty Net* has a simple neural structure where a fixed number of output nodes that equals the number of cities are used. The main difficulty of this model is that setting learning rates parameters depends on the problem size and the distribution of cities. Simulation results have shown that the *Guilty Net* produces tours that exceed the theoretical optimal tour length by 14% for 10-100 cities [8].

### 2.4 Hybrid Approaches for Solving TSP

There has been some interest in recent years in using other approaches with neural networks as a hybrid technique for solving optimization problems. In the following subsections three hybrid approaches for solving TSP are
discussed, namely Hopfield and Tank Model with Genetic Breeding for Control Parameters, a Neural Network with Coordinate Newton Updating Method, and Parallel Mean Field Annealing Neural Network.

2.4.1 Hopfield and Tank with Genetic Breeding

Several studies have shown that the Hopfield and Tank Model is very sensitive to the parameters A, B, C, and D of the energy function and setting these parameters is not an easy task. For this reason, a genetic algorithm is used with the Hopfield and Tank Network to breed an effective set of control parameters for the Hopfield and Tank Network. This technique was proposed by W. Lai and G. Coghill in 1992 to provide a way for selecting good control parameters for the Hopfield and Tank Model [42]. In this technique, each possible set of control parameters is represented as a chromosome of binary bits.

The genetic breeding algorithm for the control parameters can be described by the following steps. First, the population that consists of several chromosomes is created randomly. After that, two chromosomes from the current population are selected randomly and combined by crossover and/or mutation operators. The crossover operator is performed often by swapping the values in the selected chromosomes over a crossover point as shown in Figure 5. However, the mutation operator is performed with a small probability by flipping the bits of the selected chromosome.
FIGURE 5: The crossover operator for two chromosomes
After that, the generated chromosomes are added to the current population by replacing the worst two chromosomes by the generated two. A good evaluation function for selecting the worst two chromosomes from the population is the energy function itself. The recombination operators are applied repeatedly until good control parameters are found. In this case, the Hopfield and Tank Neural Network is used to find an optimal solution for the given TSP instance.

Table 1 presents the simulation results for 10 cities using the Genetic Breeding Method for the Control Parameters of the Hopfield and Tank Model. This table shows that the Genetic Breeding Algorithm has a very clear effect on the Hopfield and Tank Model and it increases the number of feasible solutions generated from 72% to 99.7%.

2.4.2 Neural Network with Coordinate Newton Updating

A hybrid neural network method for solving many optimization problems based on the Coordinate Newton Method was suggested by K. Sun and H. Fu in 1993 [60]. An important feature for K. Sun and H. Fu method is that it provides a systematic way for constructing an energy function to represent an optimization problem. This method can find feasible solutions for the TSP, although its performance is worse than the Elastic Net method. This neural network consists of a constraint network and a goal network.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% of feasible Solutions</th>
<th>Best Length</th>
<th>Optimal Tour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hopfield and Tank Model</td>
<td>72.0 %</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopfield with Genetic Breeding</td>
<td>99.7 %</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1:** Simulation results for the Hopfield model with genetic breeding
The constraint network represents the constraints of the TSP and computes the updating values \{\Delta X_1, \ldots, \Delta X_k\} of each neuron such that, the energy function \(E\) converges and satisfies all the constraints of the problem. The goal network directs the net towards the convergence by finding an optimal value for the cost function.

The K. Sun and H. Fu method can be described by the following steps (See Figure 6). First, the TSP is transformed to an energy function that should be minimized. This function consists of two parts: cost and constraints. This can be achieved by representing the TSP as a set of logical expressions that will be transformed into algebraic expressions by replacing TRUE with 1, FALSE with 0, NOT \(X\) with \((1 - X)\), and \((X \text{ AND } Y)\) with \((X * Y)\). After that, the energy function is derived based on the algebraic equations that represent the cost function and the constraints.

Let \(C_{xi}\) represent whether a city \(x\) is being visited at time \(i\) during a tour. The TSP contains three constraints. The first constraint is that "Each city \(i\) must be visited exactly once". This constraint can be represented by the following logical expressions.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{i1} \lor C_{i2} \lor \ldots \lor C_{iN} = \text{True} & \quad \text{(at least one } C_a \text{ is true; } 1 \leq k \leq N) \quad (15) \\
C_{i1} \land C_{i2} = \text{False}, C_{i1} \land C_{i3} = \text{False}, \ldots & \quad \text{(no more than one } C_a \text{ is true; } 1 \leq k \leq N) \quad (16)
\end{align*}
\]

The second constraint is that "A salesman arrives at only one city at any time \(j\) during the tour". This constraint can be represented by the following logical expressions.
FIGURE 6: The neural network with the coordinate Newton method
\( C_1 \lor C_2 \lor \ldots \lor C_N = \text{True} \) \hspace{1cm} (at least one \( C_k \) is true; \( 1 \leq k \leq N \)) \hspace{1cm} (17)

\( C_1 \land C_2 = \text{False}, \ C_1 \land C_3 = \text{False}, \ldots \) \hspace{1cm} (no more than one \( C_k \) is true; \( 1 \leq k \leq N \)) \hspace{1cm} (18)

The cost criterion for the TSP that should be minimized is represented as follows.

\[
\text{Cost} = \sum_{x} \sum_{y} \sum_{i}^{N} [\text{dxy}(C_{xi} \land (C_{yi+1} \lor C_{yi-1}))]
\]

\hspace{1cm} (19)

After that, the constraints expressions (15), (16), (17), and (18) are transformed into the following algebraic expressions, respectively.

\( (1 - C_{11})(1 - C_{12}) \ldots \ldots (1 - C_{1N}) = 0 \) \hspace{1cm} (20)

\( C_{11} C_{12} = 0, C_{11} C_{13} = 0, \ldots \ldots \) \hspace{1cm} (21)

\( (1 - C_{11})(1 - C_{21}) \ldots \ldots (1 - C_{1N}) = 0 \) \hspace{1cm} (22)

\( C_{11} C_{21} = 0, C_{11} C_{31} = 0, \ldots \ldots \) \hspace{1cm} (23)

While the cost function (19) is converted to the following algebraic expression.

\[
\text{Cost} = \sum_{x} \sum_{y} \sum_{i}^{N} [\text{dxy} C_{xi}(C_{yi+1} + C_{yi-1} - C_{yi+1} C_{yi-1})]
\]

\hspace{1cm} (24)

Therefore, the energy function can be formulated from the cost function and the squared errors as given by the following equation.
\[ E = A \sum_{i=1}^{N} (t_i - a_i)^2 + B \cdot \text{Cost} \] (25)

Here \( M \) is the number of equations in (20), (21), (22), and (23), \( t_i \) is the target value for each equation (right hand side), and \( a_i \) is the iteration value for each equation (left hand side). All the constraints of the TSP are satisfied when the squared error term, first term of equation (25), equals zero.

The second step in the K. Sun and H. Fu method is to apply the \textit{Coordinate Newton Updating Algorithm} that minimizes \( E \) until the energy function converges to a stable state. This is achieved by three stages. In the first stage, the Constraint Net computes the updating values, \( \Delta C_{xi} \), using the \textit{Coordinate Newton Method} as given by the following equation.

\[
\Delta C_{xi} = \left( \begin{array}{c}
\frac{dE}{dC_{xi}} \\
\frac{d^2E}{dC_{xi}^2}
\end{array} \right) ; \text{ for each neuron } C_{xi}
\] (26)

In the second stage, the Goal Net computes the partial derivatives of the cost function as follows.

\[
\left( \frac{d\text{Cost}}{dC_{xi}} = \sum_{y=1}^{N} \sum_{x,y} d_{xy} (C_{yi+1} + C_{yi-1} - C_{yi+1}C_{yi-1}) \right) ; \text{ for each variable } C_{xi}
\] (27)

In the third stage, the Goal Net finds the maximum updating value \( \Delta C^* = \text{Max}(\|\Delta C_{xi} \| ; 1 \leq i \leq N)) \); where the set of variables \( V \) is defined as \( V = \{C_{xi} \mid \|\Delta C_{xi} \| = \Delta C^* ; \text{ for all } j \} \). A neuron \( C_{xi} \) from \( V \) is selected such that
\[ C_{\alpha} = \min \{ \frac{d \text{Cost}}{d C_{\alpha}} \mid \text{for all } i \in V \} \] and \( C_{\alpha} \) is updated using the following equation.

\[ C_{\alpha}^{t+1} = C_{\alpha}^t + \Delta C_{\alpha}^t \] (28)

The Neural Network with the Coordinate Newton Method provides a systematic transformation method for representing optimization problems as an energy function. Also, it does not require adjustments for the parameters of the energy function. For these reasons, several local minimums can be skipped using the Newton Coordinate Method which has less computation time than the standard Hill-Climbing technique.

2.4.3 Parallel Mean Field Annealing Neural Network

One way to allow the Hopfield and Tank TSP Network to escape local minimums is to use both the Hopfield and Tank Model and the Simulated Annealing technique [32,39] as a hybrid technique called the Parallel Mean Field Annealing [61,66]. In the Parallel Mean Field Annealing technique, the energy function for the TSP is replaced by a simpler energy function.

\[ E_{\text{TSP}} = \sum_{x}^{N} \left[ \alpha \sum_{y \neq x}^{N} \sum_{i}^{N} (d_{xy} - d_{\text{max}}) V_{y,V_{i,i}} + \left( 10 - \sum_{y \neq x}^{N} \sum_{i}^{N} V_{y,V_{i,i}} \right)^2 \right] \] (29)

The first double summation term of equation (29) will minimize the tour length. On the other hand, the second term imposes the TSP constraint that is,
two cities cannot have the same tour position and represent one path from a city to another. The $d_{\text{max}}$ is a parameter that should be greater than the maximum distance between any two cities in the given TSP instance.

The Parallel Mean Field Annealing neural network that can be applied to binary as well as continuous problems can be described by the following algorithm:

1. Initialize all neurons to some values and the temperature value $T$.
2. Repeat \{ as $T$ decreases, $E$ decreases until $E$ becomes constant \}
   
   2.1. Select a city $X$ randomly.

   2.2. Disturb output value $V_x$

   $V_x$ is the probability of finding city $x$ in the tour position $i$

   2.3. Calculate $\Delta E$ using the proposed energy function (Equation 29)

   2.4. IF $\Delta E \leq 0$ THEN accept with $Pr(\text{accept}) = 1$

   ELSE accept with $Pr(\text{accept}) = \exp(-\Delta E/T)$

   2.5. Compute the mean field $E_x$ for the neurons.

   $$E_x = d_{\text{net}} \sum_{y=x}^{N} V_y + \sum_{y=x}^{N} d_y(V_{r,1} + V_{r,2})$$

   Until a fixed point is found.

3. IF ( $T$ reaches the final temperature ) THEN

   Stop

ELSE

   Decrease the temperature (e.g. $T_n = 0.9 \times T_{n-1}$).

   Go to step 2

ENDIF
The *Parallel Mean Field Annealing Network* has been applied on 10 and 30 cities TSPs where all tours found are feasible solutions. It is found that the *Parallel Mean Field Annealing* technique converges rapidly to an optimal solution. For 30 cities TSPs, the tour length was 12% longer than the tour found by *Simulated Annealing* [61].
CHAPTER 3

THE ENHANCED CONVEX-ELASTIC NET ALGORITHM

Many local search algorithms have been developed to solve the E-TSP. However, local search algorithms often get stuck at local minimums [29]. To reduce the effect of the local minimum problem, we introduced two search techniques: a Convex-Elastic Net (CEN), and a Non-Deterministic Iterative Improvement (NII) technique. The CEN is a global search technique that generates an initial tour that can be used by a local search technique. The NII approach is a local search technique that improves the tour found over time and local minimums are escaped through the noise added to the cost function. The two introduced techniques are combined into a new hybrid approach called the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net (ECEN).
The proposed technique for solving E-TSP is developed using two phases as shown in Figure 7. In the first phase, the Convex-Elastic Net algorithm is used as a global search technique that generates an initial tour for the second phase by enforcing the E-TSP constraints instead of transforming them into penalties. In the second phase, the tour found is tuned further and iteratively improved by making local changes to it.

3.1 The Convex-Elastic Net Phase

In 1956, Merrill Flood showed a general property for any optimal tour of the E-TSP [43]. This property is that vertices located on the convex hull should be visited as they appear on the convex hull as shown in Figure 8. We propose a new technique that combines this property and the Elastic Net approach [18]. The convex hull for a set of points, S, can be found using Graham Scan technique [14]. In this technique, points are sorted by polar angle in counterclockwise order around the point that has the minimum y-coordinate. While the angle formed by any three consecutive points \( \{P_{i-1}, P_i, P_{i+1}\} \) is not a left turn, the point \( P_i \) is removed from the set \( S \). When the algorithm terminates, the set \( S \) contains exactly the vertices of the convex hull.

A set of \( N \) cities, where each city \( i \) is denoted by its two coordinates in the plane \( (C_{ix}, C_{iy}) \), is given. A solution for the E-TSP in our approach consists of a tour that is represented by a set of nodes joined together in one dimensional ring or rubber band. Each node \( j \) on the ring is characterized by two dimension coordinates \( (W_{ix}, W_{iy}) \). Each node on the ring is also related to its two neighbors.
FIGURE 7: The enhanced convex-elastic net phases
FIGURE 8: A known property of the E-TSP
At the beginning of the process, the proposed approach (CEN) creates an initial tour as a rubber band that is originally shaped as a convex hull for the given N cities using Graham Scan technique. The number of nodes grows subsequently according to a node creation and selection process. Since more than one rubber band node can be attached to a city, there should be more rubber band nodes than cities. On the other hand, a large number of nodes will increase the computation time for the CEN algorithm. For this reason, the number of rubber band nodes in the CEN algorithm is restricted to be less than or equal to twice the number of cities. The nodes of the rubber band are free to move in the plane through an iterative process. Eventually, an actual solution is obtained when every city has caught one node of the rubber band.

In each iteration, the influence of all cities that are not on the rubber band on the nodes of the rubber band is computed and the nodes are displaced accordingly as shown in Figure 9. In Figure 10, one force that keeps the rubber band nodes together (F1) is applied on each node and another force (F2) pulls each node towards a city such that the tour is stretched and more cities are introduced to the rubber band.

The CEN is a projection for a set of two-dimensional cities coordinates in the plane to a set of positions on a convex hull. So, each city is mapped to a node on the convex hull and neighborhood relationships between cities on the rubber band are preserved. This is similar to many problems naturally solved in the brain. For example, the connections between the cells of the vertebrate retina and the visual area of the brain (optic tectum) must preserve the correct relationship between different parts of the scene observed [18].
FIGURE 9: Evolution of the convex-elastic net over time

- : City on the Rubber Band.
- : City not on the Rubber Band.
FIGURE 10: Forces on the rubber band for the CEN
The Convex-Elastic Net is an adaptive neural-based technique that is derived from the Kohonen's Self-Organizing Feature Maps Approach [22,56]. Both of these techniques learn to organize themselves without being taught as unsupervised learning networks. In the CEN technique, the two-dimensional coordinates of cities are the input patterns and the similarity criterion is the Euclidean nearness. The CEN consists of two layers network: an input layer and an output layer as shown in Figure 11. Each neuron in the input layer is connected to each neuron in the output layer by a connection with an associated weight. The input layer is represented as a two-dimensional array of cities coordinates. The output layer is represented as one dimensional array of closed rubber band nodes. The CEN model has N neurons and M*N connections, where M is the maximum number of rubber band nodes and \( M \leq 2N \). Therefore, the number of connections is \( M \cdot N \leq 2N^2 \).
**Input Layer**: Cities

1  2  N

1  2  M

**Output Layer**: Rubber Band Nodes

\[ W_{1,1}, W_{1,M}, W_{2,M}, W_{N,M} \]

**FIGURE 11**: The structure of the convex-elastic net model
At each iteration, cities not on the rubber band are presented to the CEN network. As a result, a competition learning phase is initiated. The competition learning phase consists of presenting patterns to the network one at a time to train it. The best training patterns for the E-TSP are the coordinates of cities themselves. The winning node is found by making the following computations. First, the Euclidean distance between the input pattern (city) and the weight vector associated with each output node is found. Then, the output node with the minimum Euclidean distance is the winning node. The Euclidean distance is the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences between each input vector component and its associated weight vector component. After that, the winning node is updated by adjusting its weight similar to the Kohonen's Self-Organizing Feature Maps [20]. Once all cities are sufficiently near a rubber band node, the tour formed by the rubber band is a sub-optimal solution for the given instance of the E-TSP.

The Convex-Elastic Net (CEN) algorithm can be described by the following steps:

Input: Set of N cities coordinates in two-dimensional plane.
Output: Optimal tour through the N cities.

**Step 1. Find the Convex Hull:**

Find the convex hull using the Graham Scan algorithm.
Step 2. Initialize the Weights:

Initialize the weights for the rubber band nodes as the coordinates of the convex hull vertices as follows:

FOR each vertex i on the convex hull DO

\{ 
W_{ix} = C_{ix} \\
W_{iy} = C_{iy} 
\}

Where

(W_{ix}, W_{iy}) : The connection weight for the i-th node on the rubber band.
(C_{ix}, C_{iy}) : The coordinates of the i-th city on the convex hull.

Step 3. Competition Learning Phase:

Present each city, i, not on the rubber band to the net.

3.1. Find the nearest point j on the rubber band:

The nearest point to the i-th city is the point \((X', Y')\). This point has two cases. First, point \((X', Y')\) is located on one of the nodes of the rubber band. In this case, point \((X', Y')\) can be found using the following equation.

\[
\text{NET}_k = \min\{D_j\} \quad \text{where} \quad 1 \leq j \leq \text{Number}_{-}\text{rubberband}_{-}\text{nodes} \quad (30) \\
(X', Y') = (W_{kx}, W_{ky})
\]

Where

\text{NET}_k : The smallest distance between city i and all nodes of the rubber band.
$D_{ij}$: The Euclidean distance between the $i$-th city and the $j$-th weight which is equal to $\sqrt{(C_x - W_{jx})^2 + (C_y - W_{jy})^2}$.

($W_{kx}, W_{ky}$): The coordinates of the $k$-th node on the rubber band. It is considered as the weight of the $k$-th node.

Second, point $(X^*, Y^*)$ is on the nearest edge of the rubber band to the $i$-th city $(C_{ix}, C_{iy})$. In this case, point $(X^*, Y^*)$ is located between two nodes of the rubber band $(W_{jx}, W_{jy})$ and $(W_{j+1,x}, W_{j+1,y})$ and on the line connecting these two nodes, as shown in Figure 12.

1) The first line passes through the nodes $(W_{jx}, W_{jy})$ and $(W_{j+1,x}, W_{j+1,y})$ as shown in Figure 12. This line has the following line equation.

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{Y - W_{jy}}{X - W_{jx}} &= \frac{W_{j+1,y} - W_{jy}}{W_{j+1,x} - W_{jx}} \\
\Rightarrow Y &= \left(\frac{W_{j+1,y} - W_{jy}}{W_{j+1,x} - W_{jx}}\right) * (X - W_{jx}) + W_{jy}
\end{align*}$$

(31)

(32)

2) The second line passing through the $i$-th city $(C_{ix}, C_{iy})$ and is perpendicular to the line connecting $(W_{jx}, W_{jy})$ and $(W_{j+1,x}, W_{j+1,y})$, as shown in Figure 12. The slope of this line is $-\frac{(W_{j+1,x} - W_{jx})}{(W_{j+1,y} - W_{jy})}$.

$\Rightarrow$ The second line has the following equation.

$$Y = \left(\frac{W_{j+1,x} - W_{jx}}{W_{j+1,y} - W_{jy}}\right) * (X - C_{ix}) + C_{iy}$$

(33)
FIGURE 12: The nearest point between a point and a line
\[ X = \frac{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})}{(W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})} \cdot (Y - C_{bY}) + C_{bX} \] (34)

The two lines intersect at point \((X^*, Y^*)\). Substituting equation (32) in equation (34) and replacing \((X, Y)\) by \((X^*, Y^*)\) will give \(X^*\).

\[ X^* = \frac{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2}{(W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2} \cdot (X^* - W_{bX}) + \frac{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})}{(W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})} \cdot (C_{bY} - W_{bY}) + C_{bX} \] (35)

\[ \Rightarrow (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2 \cdot X^* = -(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2 \cdot (X^* - W_{bX}) + (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2 \cdot C_{bX} + \]
\[ (W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY}) \cdot (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX}) \cdot (C_{bY} - W_{bY}) \] (36)

\[ X^* = \frac{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2 \cdot W_{bX} + (W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY}) \cdot (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX}) \cdot (C_{bY} - W_{bY}) + (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2 \cdot C_{bX}}{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2 + (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2} \]

Substituting equation (34) in equation (32) and replacing \((X, Y)\) by \((X^*, Y^*)\) will give \(Y^*\).

\[ Y^* = \frac{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2}{(W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2} \cdot (Y^* - C_{bY}) + \frac{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})}{(W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})} \cdot (C_{bX} - W_{bX}) + W_{bY} \] (37)

\[ \Rightarrow (W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2 \cdot Y^* = (W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2 \cdot (C_{bY} - Y^*) + (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2 \cdot W_{bY} + \]
\[ (W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY}) \cdot (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX}) \cdot (C_{bX} - W_{bX}) \] (38)

\[ Y^* = \frac{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2 \cdot C_{bY} + (W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY}) \cdot (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX}) \cdot (C_{bX} - W_{bX}) + (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2 \cdot W_{bY}}{(W_{j+1.y} - W_{bY})^2 + (W_{j+1.x} - W_{bX})^2} \]
3.2. Creating / Deleting Nodes on the Rubber Band:

IF ( point j is not a node on the rubber band ) OR
(point j is a city on the rubber band ) THEN
BEGIN
IF (number of rubber band nodes ≥ 2N ) THEN
Delete from the rubber band the node that has the least winning rate.
Create a new node j with coordinates (X*, Y*).
Initialize the winning rate for the new node to zero
ENDIF

At this point, the winning neuron (X*, Y*) is selected. This neuron is clearly the nearest point on the rubber band to the i-th non-rubber band city.

3.3. Update Weights for the Winning Node j:

Using the following neuron updating rule, the weight for node j is updated. The node that wins the competition (node j) moves towards the city.

\[ \Delta W_{xj} = A \cdot F_{1,x} + B \cdot \frac{F_{1,x}}{|F_2|} = A \cdot (W_{j+1,x} + W_{j-1,x} - 2 \cdot W_{xj}) + B \cdot \left( \frac{C_x - W_{xj}}{D_{ij}} \right) \]  
(41)

\[ \Delta W_{yj} = A \cdot F_{1,y} + B \cdot \frac{F_{2,y}}{|F_2|} = A \cdot (W_{j+1,y} + W_{j-1,y} - 2 \cdot W_{yj}) + B \cdot \left( \frac{C_y - W_{yj}}{D_{ij}} \right) \]  
(42)
Where

\((W_{xj}, \ W_{yj})\) : The coordinates of the \(j\)-th node on the rubber band. It is considered as the connection weight between city \(i\) and node \(j\).

\(L\) : The learning rate for the neurons. It is set to some small fraction, for example .02.

\(F1\) : The force that is applied on each rubber band node to keep neighboring nodes together to produce a shorter tour. This force has two components \(F_{1, x}\) and \(F_{1, y}\) as shown in Figure 10.

\(F2\) : The force that is applied on each rubber band node to pull the rubber band node towards a city. This force has two components \(F_{2, x}\) and \(F_{2, y}\) as shown in Figure 10.

\(A\) : Parameter for the first force \((F1)\) that keeps neighboring nodes together to produce a shorter tour.

\(B\) : Parameter for the second force \((F2)\) that pulls the rubber band node towards a city. The two parameters \(A\) and \(B\) should be adjusted relative to each others. For example, initialized \(A\) and \(B\) to 1. After each complete presentation of cities to the system, decrease parameter \(A\) (or increase parameter \(B\)) by a small fraction in the range \((.01-.05)\). This will move more nodes towards cities and push the system towards the final solution where each city is attached to a rubber band node. Other possible values for parameters \(A\) and \(B\) can be found experimentally.

\((C_{ix}, \ C_{iy})\) : The coordinates of the \(i\)-th city.

\(D_{ij}\) : The Euclidean distance between the \(i\)-th city and the \(j\)-th node on the rubber band which is equals to \(\sqrt{(C_{ix} - W_{xj})^2 + (C_{iy} - W_{yj})^2}\).
Also, the winning rate for the winning node, j, is incremented by one. The main purpose of the winning rate for each rubber band node is to keep the number of rubber band nodes limited to 2N at most. This will be achieved by deleting the node that has the least winning rate before creating a new node (when the number of nodes equals to 2N).

3.4. Checking if a Rubber Band Node Near a City:

IF (D_{ij} \leq a \text{ threshold}) THEN

Let City i be a node on the rubber band.

Adjusting the threshold value for the CEN is an important stage in finding a good solution for the E-TSP. Choosing a small threshold value can increase the running time for the algorithm drastically, while a large threshold value can give inefficient tours. Through experimentation, it is found that good threshold values should be no more than 1% of the longest distance between cities in a given instance. In our implementation for the ECEN the given E-TSP instance is scaled to one unit square. As a result, the threshold used is .01.

Step 4. Decrement the Parameter A:

When parameter A in equations (41) and (42) is decreased, the force that pulls the rubber band nodes together is reduced relative to the second force that moves the nodes towards the cities.
Step 5. Check the Termination Condition:

IF (there is a city not attached to a rubber band node) THEN

Go to Step 3

Step 6. Return the formed tour:

The number of rubber band nodes is greater than or equal to the number
of cities. For this reason, the tour formed by the order of the rubber band
nodes \{ (W_{1x}, W_{1y}), (W_{2x}, W_{2y}), ..., (W_{2N,x}, W_{2N,y}) \} will not be a valid tour for
the E-TSP. To get the valid tour for the problem, each city should be
associated with a single node on the rubber band. Simply, every city is
associated with the nearest node on the rubber band. The tour formed by the
associated rubber band nodes only is the solution for the problem.

Figure 13 shows the CEN algorithm described previously in a block
diagram form.
FIGURE 13: Block diagram for the convex-elastic net algorithm
3.2 The Non-Deterministic Iterative Improvement Phase

The Non-Deterministic Iterative Improvement Approach (NII) is developed to enhance the tour produced by the Convex-Elastic Net phase. To construct the NII algorithm, we need a mean of representing the tour and a mean of generating rearrangement of the tour. Each tour can be described by a permutation list of numbers from 1 to N, which represents the cities. A powerful set of rearrangement operators consists of an operator for removing loops from a tour and another one for changing the cities positions in a tour. These operators are simple rearrangement operators that are derived from two known heuristics, namely 2-Optimal (2-Opt) [55] and the Point Heuristic [41]. These operators are used here to remove the intersecting paths from the tour produced by the Convex-Elastic Net phase.

The 2-Opt Heuristic [55] is developed by Lin Keanghan and used by many algorithms like Genetic and Simulating Annealing techniques. This heuristic locally modifies a given tour by replacing two edges in the current tour by another two that reduce the tour length. This process continues until the tour cannot be improved any further. The 2-Opt Heuristic can be described by the following steps:

1) Consider an initial random tour T for the given cities.
2) Delete two edges from the tour T. Then, reverse one of the resulting paths and reconnect them to get a new tour T'.
3) IF Length(T') < Length(T) THEN T = T'.
4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no improvement can be found to T.
The Point Heuristic [41], used by Patrick Krolak, removes a city from the tour and inserts it between another two adjacent cities provided that it reduces the tour length. This heuristic can be described by the following steps:

1) Consider an initial random tour $T$ for the given cities.
2) Delete a city from the tour $T$. Then, insert it between two adjacent cities to get a new tour $T'$.
3) IF $\text{Length}(T') < \text{Length}(T)$ THEN $T = T'$.
4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no improvement can be found to $T$.

The NII algorithm starts with a given tour. Then, one of the two rearrangement operators (step 2 from 2-Opt or Point Heuristic) is applied to the current tour to get $N$ new tours. Next, one of the new tours is selected based on its probability of selection. After that, the selected tour becomes the current tour. This process is continued until no further improvements can be found to the current tour. The NII algorithm can be described by the following steps:

**Step 1.** Given an initial tour $T$ from the first phase (CEN). This tour is represented as one dimensional array of size $N$ that shows the order of visiting cities. Where $N$ is the number of cities.

**Step 2.** Consider $N$ possible changes $\{V_1, V_2, ..., V_N\}$ to the current tour $T$ to get $N$ new tours $\{T_1, T_2, ..., T_N\}$. These possible changes to the current tour ($V[i]$) can be found as follows.

Let $V[i] = \text{random number in the range } (1, 2, ..., N) \text{ and } V[i] \neq i; \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq N$
IF (iteration is odd) THEN \{apply the 2-Opt Heuristic operator\}

\[ V[i] = k \]

where \( k \) represents the change in the current tour \( T \) that results when the
subtour \( (T[i], T[i+1], ..., T[k]) \) is reversed.

ELSE \{apply the Point Heuristic operator\}

\[ V[i] = k \]

where \( k \) represents the change in the current tour \( T \) that results when
city \( T[k] \) is inserted between the adjacent cities \( T[i-1] \) and \( T[i] \).

ENDIF

**Step 3.** Compute the probabilities of selection, \( Pr[i] \), for each new tour \( T_i \)
depending on the change in the tour length \( (V[i] = k) \) as follows:

\[ Pr[i] = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\Delta T_i}{\sum_{u=1}^{N} \Delta T_u} & \text{; if } \Delta T_i < 0 \\
0 & \text{; otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

(43)

Where

\( \Delta T_i := \text{The difference in length between the new tour } T_i \text{ and current tour } T. \)

\[ = \text{tour length}(T_i) - \text{tour length}(T) + \text{noise} \]

\[ = \text{noise} + \begin{cases} 
d(i,k + 1) + d(k, i - 1) - d(i - 1, i) - d(k, k + 1) & \text{; if iteration is odd} \\
d(i,k) + d(k, i + 1) + d(k - 1, k + 1) - d(i, k + 1) - d(k, k + 1) - d(k, k - 1) - d(k, k + 1) & \text{; otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

Where

\( \text{noise} = d_{\text{max}} \times \text{random number in the range } (-.03 \text{ to } .03). \)

\( d_{\text{max}} = \text{the maximum distance between any two cities in a given E-TSP}. \)

\( d(i, k) = \text{the Euclidean distance between city } i \text{ and city } k. \)
**Step 4.** Select a tour, $T_i$, using roulette wheel [21] as follows. First, probabilities of selection for the $N$ new tours \{$T_1$, $T_2$, ..., $T_N$\} are represented in a wheel. Then, a random number, $R$, between 0 and 1 is generated. Next, the area associated with $R$ in the wheel is selected as the next tour ($T = T_i$) as shown below.

![Diagram of roulette wheel with tours $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, ..., $T_N$]

**Step 5.** Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until no further improvement to the current tour $T$ can be found.

**Step 6.** Return the current tour $T$ as the optimal solution.

Figure 14 shows the block diagram for the NII algorithm.
FIGURE 14: Block diagram for the NII algorithm
The following example demonstrates how the NII technique works. Given a tour T from the first phase (CEN).

\[ T: \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
6 & 4 & 8 & 2 & 3 & 1 & 7 & 5 \\
\end{array} \]

A random number from 1 to 8 is generated for each position on the tour. This will give the following tour changes.

\[ V: \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 & 2 & 6 \\
\end{array} \]

Assuming the iteration number is odd, then we use the 2-Opt Heuristic operator. For example, \( V[4] = 6 \) means that the current tour can be changed by reversing the sub-tour \( \{T[4], T[5], T[6]\} \). Then, the probability of selection for each change \( \{Pr[1], Pr[2], \ldots, Pr[8]\} \) is computed using equation (43). For example \( Pr[1] = \frac{\Delta T_1}{\sum_{u=1}^{8} \Delta T_u} = \frac{\text{noise} + d(1,4) + d(3,8) - d(8,1) - d(3,4)}{\Delta T_1 + \Delta T_2 + \ldots + \Delta T_8} = 0.2 \).

\[ Pr: \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
0.2 & 0 & .1 & 0.5 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0.2 \\
\end{array} \]

Next, the roulette wheel is used to represent the probabilities of selection. Then, a random number in the range (0.0-1.0) is generated, say 0.45. Then, using the roulette wheel \( V[4] \) is selected because the probabilities of \( V[1] + V[2] + V[3] + V[4] = 0.2 + 0 + 0.1 + 0.5 = 0.8 \geq 0.45 \), as shown in Figure 15.
FIGURE 15: Example for roulette wheel selection
The same process is repeated. However, when the iteration number is even, the Point Heuristic operator is used for changing the current tour. A random number from 1 to 8 is generated for each position on the tour. This will give the following tour changes.

\[ V : \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
5 & 4 & 7 & 3 & 3 & 1 & 2 & 1 \\
\end{array} \]

Assuming the iteration number is even, then we use the Point Heuristic operator. For example, \( V[7] = 2 \) means that the current tour can be changed by inserting city \( T[2] \) after city \( T[7] \). Then, the probability of selection for each change \{Pr[1], Pr[2], ..., Pr[8]\} is computed using equation (43). For example

\[
Pr[3] = \frac{\Delta T_3}{\text{noise} + d(3,7) + d(7,4) + d(6,8) - d(3,8) - d(7,6) - d(7,8)} = 0.1.
\]

\[ Pr : \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
0 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0 & 0 & 0.5 & 0.3 \\
\end{array} \]

Next, the roulette wheel is used to represent the probabilities of selection. Then, a random number in the range (0.0-1.0) is generated, say 0.3. Then, using the roulette wheel the change \( V[7] \) is selected because the probabilities of \( V[1]+V[2]+V[3]+V[4]+V[5]+V[6]+V[7] = 0+0.1+0.1+0+0+0+0.5 = 0.7 \geq 0.3. \) The following tour will be the result.

\[ T : \begin{array}{cccccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 \\
6 & 8 & 1 & 3 & 2 & 7 & 4 & 5 \\
\end{array} \]
These steps are repeated continuously until the tour cannot be improved further as shown in Figure 16.

3.3 Comparisons between the ECEN and Previous Work

In this section the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm is compared with other well known algorithms such as Elastic Net, Lin and Kernighan Heuristic, Jun Gu Local Search Technique, Nearest Neighbor Heuristic, 2-Optimal and 3-Optimal Heuristics.

The Convex-Elastic Net algorithm uses the same basic idea of the Elastic Net algorithm where the cities coordinates are mapped onto a ring of output units to define an ordering of the cities [18], but there are two differences between these two algorithms. First, the Elastic Net algorithm starts with a rubber band or ring located at the center of the cities. The Convex-Elastic Net algorithm, however, starts with a rubber band that is located at the convex hull of the cities. Second, the Convex-Elastic Net algorithm has a different equation for updating the weights representing the rubber band.

Also, there is a difference between the Convex-Elastic Net and the Nearest Neighbor Heuristic. A path is constructed in the Nearest Neighbor Heuristic while in the Convex-Elastic Net algorithm a tour, not a path, exists all the time [34].
FIGURE 16: Example for the NII algorithm that enhance a given tour

Sub-Optimal Tour
(from Phase 1)

Optimal Tour

T: \[6 \ 8 \ 1 \ 3 \ 2 \ 7 \ 4 \ 5\]
There is a difference between the Non-Deterministic Iterative Improvement technique used in the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net and other iterative heuristics, for example Lin and Kernighan, 2-Opt and 3-Opt Heuristics. In the Lin and Kernighan Heuristic, deterministic decisions are taken to produce new tours which are very unlikely to escape from the local minimum [55]. On the other hand, the Non-Deterministic Iterative Improvement technique can escape several local minimums by accepting unfavorable tours with the random noise generated at each cycle. The NII algorithm uses a different updating rule than that used in 2-Opt and 3-Opt Heuristics. 2-Opt and 3-Opt Heuristics locally modify the current solution by replacing k-arcs in the tour by other k-arcs such that the new tour length is reduced [55]. In contrast, the NII algorithm moves the city from a position on the tour to another.

Both the Jun Gu Technique [29] and the NII algorithm are local search techniques that use different approaches to escape the local minimum problem. In the Jun Gu Technique, search space smoothing approximates the original space so that some local minimums are skipped. In the NII algorithm, however, the changes in the tour that decrease the tour length mostly are selected with high probability and vice versa. Thus, the probability of being trapped in a local minimum point is decreased and the probability of finding the global minimum is increased.
CHAPTER 4

SIMULATION RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in Turbo C 2.0 language and executed on Pentium 75 MHz personal computer. Since worst case analysis for E-TSP is as hard as finding the optimal, we performed probabilistic analysis only.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, the performance of our algorithm is tested against two types of E-TSP instances: Randomly generated cities coordinates within one unit square and instances obtained from the literature with best known optimal tour length. Several test problems in this thesis are taken from the literature in order to compare our algorithm with the
experimental results of other researchers. In Section 4, the time and space analysis for the proposed Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm are presented.

4.2 Randomly Generated Instances

In comparing our results with the optimal tour length, the expected length of the optimal tour which is found by Stein in 1977 is used. The Stein formula for N cities distributed uniformly over a unit square is given by the following equation [44].

\[ 0.765 \cdot \sqrt{N} \leq \text{Optimal tour length} \leq (0.765 + 4/N) \cdot \sqrt{N} \]  \hspace{1cm} (44)

In this thesis, \( 0.765 \cdot \sqrt{N} \) was taken as the presumed lower bound optimal solution and \( (0.765 + 4/N) \cdot \sqrt{N} \) was taken as the presumed upper bound optimal solution. All the comparisons in the following experiments were based on the percentage difference between the ECEN tour and the theoretical optimal tour length. This percentage difference is defined as follows.

\[
\frac{\text{ECEN Algorithm Tour Length} - \text{Optimal Tour Length}}{\text{Optimal Tour Length}} \times 100 \% \]  \hspace{1cm} (45)

The following are the simulation results for 100 E-TSPs using the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net technique where cities coordinates are generated uniformly at a unit square and the average time, tour length and number of iterations are recorded (See Table 2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Cities</th>
<th>Optimal Tour Length Bounds</th>
<th>Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net</th>
<th>% Difference between ECEN &amp; Optimal Tour Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Averag Tour Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>5.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>11.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>12.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>14.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>14.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2: The enhanced convex-elastic net technique results for 100 samples
As can be seen from simulation results, the computation times for our algorithm were reasonable. Nevertheless, the computation time for simulating a neural network on a serial computer is not particularly meaningful, because this implementation did not exploit the parallelism of the model. As a result, computation times are usually missing from the research papers of neural networks.

Using the data of Table 2, we can compare the solution found for 100 E-TSPs with the estimated optimal solution as shown in Figure 17. This figure shows the results after applying the first and the second phases of the ECEN algorithm. It indicates that the enhancement technique used in the second phase of the algorithm is essential to get near the optimal solution. Also, it is clear that our proposed approach can discover a solution that is near optimal after examining an extremely small fraction of possible solutions.

Table 3 represents a comparison of several methods for solving the E-TSP [8] with the new approach. It was found that, given some initial random coordinates, the new technique can find a sub-optimal solution.

Figure 18 represents a comparison for the tour length of several techniques for solving the E-TSP including the new method. It is evident that the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm empirical performance is much better than several known techniques such as Simulated Annealing [39], Guilty Net [9], Space Filling Curve, and Hopfield and Tank Model [10] in terms of the average value of the tour length.
FIGURE 17: Comparison between the ECEN and the optimal solution
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>10 Cities</th>
<th>30 Cities</th>
<th>50 Cities</th>
<th>100 Cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Tour</td>
<td>2.42-3.68</td>
<td>4.19-4.92</td>
<td>5.41-5.98</td>
<td>7.65-8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECEN</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Filling Curve</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopfield and Tank</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty Net</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>8.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Net</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>8.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3: Simulation results for the ECEN technique
FIGURE 18: Comparison of several methods for solving E-TSP
4.3 Instances Taken from the Literature

In this section, we present five examples taken from the operation research literature which were treated by our computer program. In these examples, the execution time for a trial varies between 8 and 71 seconds for problems ranging from 96 to 318 cities. Since the optimal tour length for each of these problems is known, we observed that our tour was never more than 5% longer than the optimal solution.

In Table 4 we display the results of different algorithms for two 100 city E-TSPs namely GRID100 and KAR100 [25,27]. The GRID100 is a 100 city problem described in Cerny (1985) [12]. In this problem, 100 cities are arranged in a rectangular lattice, such that the nearest distance between any two cities is one unit. As a result, the optimal tour length is clearly 100 units as shown in Figure 19. This optimal tour can be found using Generalized Insertion Heuristic or Simulated Annealing. After 11 seconds, our ECEN algorithm found the tour given in Figure 20 for this problem.

The KAR100 is a 100 city problem due to Patrick Karolak (1971) with coordinates given in [41] as problem #24. A typical tour for the KAR100 E-TSP found by our Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm is of length 21,622.9 units, that is 1.6% away from the optimal. This algorithm finds this tour in 9 seconds. Figures 21 and 22 show both the optimal tour (21,282 units), as well as, the tour generated by the ECEN algorithm.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>GRID100 Problem</th>
<th>KAR100 Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECEN</td>
<td>0.8 %</td>
<td>1.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Opt (once)</td>
<td>3.3 %</td>
<td>7.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>6.2 %</td>
<td>1.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCAO</td>
<td>2.5 %</td>
<td>0.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENI</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>2.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENIUS</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>16.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest Insertion</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>18.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Opt (best of 25 runs)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.11 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4**: The difference between the GRID100 & KAR100 and the optimal
FIGURE 19: The optimal tour for the GRID100 E-TSP
FIGURE 20: The tour found by the ECEN for the GRID100 E-TSP
FIGURE 21: The optimal tour for the KAR100 E-TSP
FIGURE 22: The tour found by the ECEN for the KAR100 E-TSP
The LIN318 is the famous 318 city problem due to Lin and Kernighan [45]. Solving this problem using exhaustive search on a computer that can enumerate $10^9$ tours per second takes more than $10^{37}$ years. This problem was solved by several authors as a large scale E-TSP to compare their techniques [15,52]. On the other hand, it is difficult to compare our results with the results given by Lin and Kernighan for the 318 city problem, because Lin and Kernighan Technique finds a path instead of a closed tour. Our algorithm, however, generates a closed tour. For this reason, we compare our results with the tour found by the Most Eccentric Ellipse Choice Mechanism given in [52] as shown in Figure 23. Using this technique, the best known tour is found after 26.5 minutes on a Univac 1110 machine. However, the ECEN solves the LIN318 problem in 1.2 minutes with a sub-optimal tour of length 46,231.7 units (See Figure 24) that is within 4.7% of the best known tour.
FIGURE 23: The tour for the LIN318 E-TSP using eccentric ellipse choice method
FIGURE 24: The tour found by the ECEN for the LIN318 E-TSP
Two problems based on road map distances are solved by the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net technique using great circle distances that are given by Martin Grotschel (1991) in [28] instead of the Euclidean distances. The first problem is a 96 cities located in Africa and the second problem is a 137 cities located in the United States. The 96 city problem is called GR96 and has an optimal tour of length 55,209 units, while the 137 city problem is called GR137 and has an optimal tour of length 69,853 units as shown in Figures 25 and 26 respectively. These two optimal tours are found using the City Plane Procedure.

When the ECEN algorithm is applied on the GR96 and GR137 problems, the tours found are 57,634.1 (Figure 27) and 72,150.4 units (Figure 28), respectively. As can be seen from these results, our approach can produce a tour of length 4.4% longer than the optimal solution for the GR97 problem, and 3.2% longer than the optimal solution for the GR137 problem.

Table 5 shows the simulation results for the five problems taken from the operation research literature. This table indicates that the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm can find a sub-optimal solution for these problems that is less than 5% from the optimal.
FIGURE 25: The optimal tour for the GR96 E-TSP
FIGURE 26: The optimal tour for the GR137 E-TSP
FIGURE 27: The tour found by ECEN for the GR96 E-TSP
FIGURE 28: The tour found by the ECEN for the GR137 E-TSP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Number of cities</th>
<th>Optimal / Best Known Tour Length</th>
<th>Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net Tour Length</th>
<th>% Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRID100  [12]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 [25]</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>0.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAR100  [41]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>21,282 [25]</td>
<td>21,622.9</td>
<td>1.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIN318  [45]</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>44,169 [52]</td>
<td>46,231.7</td>
<td>4.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR96    [28]</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>55,209 [28]</td>
<td>57,634.1</td>
<td>4.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR137   [28]</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>69,853 [28]</td>
<td>72,150.4</td>
<td>3.2 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5**: Simulation results for several problems from the OR literature
4.4 Time & Space Analysis

The approach proposed in this thesis (ECEN) consists of two techniques, namely the CEN and NII algorithms. Both techniques cooperate to find a sub-optimal solution for the given E-TSP. For this reason, the time required to solve an E-TSP equals the total time needed by the CEN plus the time needed by the NII algorithm. On the other hand, the space required by the ECEN equals the space needed by the CEN or NII algorithms.

4.4.1. The CEN Time & Space Analysis

The running time of the Convex-Elastic Net algorithm can be established as follows. Finding the convex hull takes $O(N \log N)$ time. Finding the winning neuron for a full presentation of cities takes $O(N^2)$ time. The Convex-Elastic Net algorithm total time equals $O(N \log N) + \text{number of iterations} \times O(N^2)$. Since the number of iterations is $O(N)$, its running time is equal to $O(N^3)$.

The Convex-Elastic Net algorithm needs $O(N^2)$ space to store the Euclidean distances between cities because this will decrease the computation time of the algorithm and $O(N)$ for the weights array. Thus, $O(N^2)$ total space is needed by the CEN algorithm.
4.4.2. The NII Time & Space Analysis

The running time of the NII algorithm can be established as follows. Finding the possible change in the tour, computing probability and applying a change to the tour based on the probability take $O(N)$ time. Since the number of iterations is $O(N)$, the total running time of the NII algorithm is $O(N^2)$.

The NII algorithm needs $3*N$ space to store the current tour, find possible changes in the tour and compute probabilities of selection. Thus, $O(N)$ total space is needed by the NII algorithm.

4.4.3. The ECEN Time & Space Analysis

The time required by the ECEN algorithm is equal to $O(N^3) + O(N^2) = O(N^3)$. The space required by the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm is $O(N^2) + O(N) = O(N^2)$. The time and space analysis for the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm is briefly presented in Table 6.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Convex-Elastic Net</th>
<th>NII</th>
<th>Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>(O(N^3))</td>
<td>(O(N^2))</td>
<td>(O(N^3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>(O(N^2))</td>
<td>(O(N))</td>
<td>(O(N^2))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 6: Time and space analysis for the enhanced convex-elastic net
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Summary

In this thesis, several ways for mapping the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem onto the neural network models have been presented. A modified Elastic Net algorithm for finding approximate solutions to the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem is developed. This technique is developed using two other techniques: the Convex-Elastic Net, and the Non-Deterministic Iterative Improvement technique. In the first phase, the Convex-Elastic Net algorithm is used as a global search technique that generates an initial tour for the second phase by enforcing the E-TSP constraints. In the second phase, the tour found is tuned further and iteratively improved by making local changes to
it. The two techniques introduced are combined into a new approach called the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net.

The major contributions of this thesis include the followings. First, the development of a neural-based algorithm for solving the E-TSP that consists of two other techniques: CEN and NII. Second, the enhancement for the Elastic Net technique for the E-TSP by starting with a rubber band located at the convex hull of the cities instead of a ring located at the center of the cities. Third, the development of a non-deterministic iterative heuristic that enhances the tour produced by the Convex-Elastic Net. Fourth, the developed algorithm (ECEN) is polynomial in terms of time and space.

The experimental results of this study have demonstrated that the developed algorithm can get quite close to the optimal solution of the E-TSP. Also, the results compare favorably with solutions given by both traditional operation research techniques and neural-based techniques reported in the literature.

5.2 Conclusions

In this thesis, we have introduced an Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm for solving the E-TSP that yields feasible solutions and compares favorably with several new approaches for randomly generated instances. This technique appears promising due to the following features:
1) The simulations indicate that the *Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net* algorithm is not infallible, but rather that it gives good solutions in a computationally feasible amount of computer time.

2) Unlike the *Hopfield and Tank Model*, the ECEN does not produce infeasible solutions and there is no need to set the energy function parameters for each problem size [17].

3) It generates sub-optimal solutions for known traditional problems and the results compare favorably with solutions given by traditional operation research techniques such as *Simulated Annealing* and *Space Filling Curve*.

4) It generates sub-optimal problem solutions that are better than the results generated by the neural-based techniques reported in the literature such as *Hopfield and Tank Model* [10], *Guilty Net*, and *Elastic Net*.

5) It scales well with problem size.

6) The ECEN provides a greater degree of robustness or fault tolerance than sequential algorithms because there are many nodes, each with local connections. The damage to a few nodes or links thus need not decrease the overall performance significantly.
7) It can escape from many local minimums by exploring a larger number of solutions. This is similar to the Simulated Annealing technique in that it allows local modifications to the tour that increases the length of the tour with some probability of acceptance [50].

In conclusion, we can say that the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm gives better performance in solving E-TSPs by exploiting the topological order of the cities. For this reason, this method can be extended only to other optimization problems that have path finding nature.

5.3 Recommendations for Future Studies

The Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net algorithm proposed has some drawbacks. First, it is a geometrical algorithm that can be extended to more general TSP with cities in any Euclidean space, but not the case where a matrix of cities distances are given. This limitation is due to the use of the Elastic Net. For this reason, the ECEN technique is limited to E-TSPs and is not flexible enough to handle general TSPs. Also, the ECEN technique can only accept cities coordinates as an input and cannot accept the matrix for distances between cities.

Based on the above limitations for the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net technique some suggestions should be mentioned. First, future studies can investigate the possibility of implementing the Enhanced Convex-Elastic Net on parallel architecture which is potentially faster than sequential architecture.
Second, future studies can explore the application of neural networks to other variations of the TSP and other combinatorial optimization problems. Third, future studies should continue in investigating the promising technique that integrates other operation research heuristics and artificial neural networks [7] to provide a solution for optimization problems at speed that was never achieved before.
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